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CLASS IN PARASITE 

A comically violent yet empathetic display of the extremes to which people push themselves under economic

inequality and of who can afford to be oblivious to the horrifying conditions that sustain them, Bong Joon-ho's

Parasite explores the symbiotically transactional relationships and resentment between classes, ultimately

portraying both the Kim and Park families as parasites. 

Emboldened by their sheltered privilege, the Parks are comfortable with the luxurious lifestyle afforded to them at

the expense of the impoverished, to whose smell their physical aversion intensifies as it confronts them with the

inescapable proximity of the poverty they choose to ignore. 

Immune to the outside world enough to appropriate an oppressed culture for fun, the Parks make sport of the

historically brutalized Native Americans to entertain Da-song's spoiled obsession. While they can afford to over-

reward his mundanely juvenile artistic skills with special therapy, Ki-jung will never get the opportunity to enter art

school despite her resourcefulness and creative ingenuity. 

Unlike the Parks' big house, with wide sunlit windows, where they are rarely seen together, the Kims live in a

cluttered half-underground semi-basement, emphasizing their claustrophobic discomfort and yet proximity. 

BY MIGUEL  FERREIRA
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" T h i s  i s  s o  m e t a p h o r i c a l ! "  

- K i m  K i - w o o  
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As they gradually infest their wealthy counterpart,

benefiting from the Parks' gullibility as their living

standards improve, the Kims become more hardened

and cruel, abandoning lower-class solidarity in an

attempt at prosperity.

The revelation that Moon-gwang, the former

housekeeper, and Geun-se, her husband, live in the

underground bunker, devoid of windows and light,

confronts the Kims with a third class, who suffered

as a result of their rise. As the Kims face not only

guilt but also the terror of becoming those worse-off

people, each low-class family competes to be the

least destitute, alternately pleading and trying to

dominate the other, while the Parks remain

oblivious.

 

When a storm floods the Kims' neighbourhood with

sewage, displacing thousands, the Parks' wealth

turns it into a minor inconvenience, even blessing

them with a Sunday afternoon party. 

The pan down to a hopeful Ki-woo that opens and

closes the film focuses on the Kims' street-level

window, through which they still get a glimpse of

natural sunlight, before sinking below the ground to

emphasize their poverty and mistaken ambition,

embodied by Min's scholar stone. 

Despite their social climbing plan and hard work, the

Kims end up below square one, having sacrificed Ki-

joon's life, Ki-taek's freedom and Ki-woo's health. As

the Parks and the deceased Geun-se are replaced by

another family moving in and Ki-taek trapped in the

bunker beneath them, violence becomes a futile

inevitability, a vicious cycle further cementing the

class divide. 



Lucia Berlin was a writer, professor and at a certain time, cleaning woman, that passed through life without the

appropriate recognition for her work, which was to be discovered years after her death, conferring her the status of

one of the most brilliant writers of the 80’s. A Manual for Cleaning Women constitutes a compilation of her most

remarkable yet underappreciated short stories, collected by one of her sons. 

Her stories aren’t autobiographical. However, her personal experiences often find a way of echoing through the

narrative and serve as background for the life of her female protagonists: a childhood spent in American miner

communities, teenage years in a sophisticated Santiago de Chile, constant moving, three failed marriages, working

multiple jobs, alcoholism… 

The narrator of one of her stories says: “I exaggerate a lot and I get fiction and reality mixed up, but I don't actually

ever lie.”. The quote is believed to be the basis of Lucia’s storytelling. As a matter of fact, Lydia Davis, one of the

writers of the book’s introductions, mentions a fun episode involving Berlin and her editor, Alastair Jonhson.

During a conversation with the author, Alastair expresses his appreciation for a scene in which the narrator arrived

at the airport to find her aunt expecting her, and promptly “sank in her great body like a chaise”. Berlin replies that

she, in fact, arrived alone at the airport. She just had this picture in her mind and, when writing, decided to add it.

This is an example of how, for Lucia, reality is dissolved through fiction to obtain stories. 

A  M A N U A L  F O R
C L E A N I N G
W O M E N ,
B Y  L U C I A  B E R L I N
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B O O K  R E V I E W

BY FRANCISCA PEREIRA 
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The timelessness of the subjects she approaches says a lot. Some decades ago, it was bold to write about women

doing things women did. Whether it be spending all day in a self-service laundry, traveling by bus to get to their

multiple jobs, or pulling teeth from their grandpa’s mouths. 

In fact, one of her most vivid short stories is centered around a pregnant woman seeking an (illegal) abortion. The

woman is told she must reach the Mexican border, pay 500 dollars, and get blindfolded to get to the facility. Unable

to carry on with the abortion, she eventually has to watch a young girl hemorrhage until unconsciousness.  

The book constantly depicts the beauty of the ordinary and mundane and it’s written in such a way that it reads like

a wave, when it comes to its rhythm. Soft and slow descriptions that find a way to bring one to the present are

followed by fast-paced narratives, powered by her use of phonetics, creating a dynamic portrait of spaces, sounds,

and noises, that touch prosaic poetry. Berlin sparks the melancholy of the mundane with humor, which often is raw

and brutal. Sometimes she is just brutal, not humorous.  

Simultaneously natural and unpredictable, A Manual for Cleaning Women is for those brave enough to feel

profoundly and dive into the extraordinariness of the non-extraordinary. 

“I’m having a hard time writing about Sunday. Getting the long hollow feeling of

Sundays. No mail and faraway lawn mowers, the hopelessness.”

― Lucia Berlin, A Manual for Cleaning Women

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/42499118


Following the intense and self-destructive story of

the punk-rock legends Sex Pistols, Danny Boyle’s

Pistol goes into the origins and meaning of the

defining cultural movement for the 70s British

youth, a broke, angry, and nihilist generation that

saw No future in England’s dreaming. Apart from

telling the Sex Pistols’ story as a band, Pistol focuses

on their role as agitators and challengers against

socially accepted conventions, such as the

monarchy, conservatism, and even progressive rock,

musically speaking, depicting how a few apparently

mediocre working-class musicians managed to

become the voice of a bored, futureless generation. 

PISTOL ,  DANNY BOYLE (AVAILABLE ON DISNEY+)
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AWARENESS
RECOMMENDATIONS

SERIES

BY FRANCISCO P INTO 

 A COUNTRY IS NOT A COMPANY,
BY PAUL KRUGMAN 

In A country is not a company, the Nobel Prize-winning author Paul

Krugman argues why successful business strategies followed by

individual companies are often not applicable to the general economy

from a macroeconomic perspective. Contrasting open systems

(companies) with closed systems (countries), Krugman shows how public

policy that takes aggregate results into consideration, rather than

individual ones, should not be guided in the same way nor have the same

incentives and goals as business strategies designed in the context of

competition within a system.  

BOOK
 



 In 1970, the British progressive rock group Emerson, Lake &

Palmer entered the history of music becoming the first group

to bring an analog synthesizer to a live concert. In 1972, 50

years ago, ELP released their third album, Trilogy, a unique

synthesis between classical and pop music. More than simply

bringing classical instruments into pop music, Trilogy, like most

ELP albums, adopts classical structures and melodies in most of

its songs, mixing them with a strong presence of modern

synthesizers and using bass and drums to set more typically

pop harmony and rhythm. ELP’s keyboardist and main

composer Keith Emerson is the main responsible for the band’s

particularly classical approach to progressive rock music. Being

a technically eximious classical pianist, Emerson made use of

both piano and synthesizer to produce creative and rich

melodies that occur simultaneously and almost permanently

throughout the album, in a constant dichotomy between

acoustic and electronic. 
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TRILOGY,  BY EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER
 ALBUM
 

In Mão Visível, two young economists discuss different topics related

to politics, economics, and society, with a particular focus on young

people’s challenges in the modern economy and the role of economists

in providing possible solutions to these challenges in the form of

concrete and science-based public policy. Housing, wages, poverty, or

particular events related to Portuguese and world politics are some of

this weekly podcast’s most frequently discussed themes. 

MÃO VISÍVEL,  RUI  MACIEL AND MARIANA ESTEVES 
PODCAST



Super Bock em Stock, Avenida da Liberdade, Music Concert

Do Nada, by Comédia a la Carte, Teatro Tivoli BBVA, Comedy

November

December

Luíza Sonza, Campo Pequeno, Music Concert

April

CULTURAL AGENDA
“ART IS NEVER FINISHED, ONLY ABANDONED.” 

– LEONARDO DA VINCI

José Cid, Forum Cultural de Alcochete, Music Concert

25-26

30

24-18

7

9 16 Years Old, 16 Years Young: Capitão Fausto, Musicbox Lisboa, Music Concert

10 16 Years Old, 16 Years Young: Extrazen and Ivansito, Musicbox Lisboa, Music Concert

16 Páginas Amarelas, by Velhote do Carmo, Musicbox Lisboa, Music Concert

20-1 Impossível ao Vivo, Teatro Tivoli BBVA, Illusionism

22 Ganso, Cineteatro Capitólio, Music Concert

22 Bárbara Tinoco, Campo Pequeno, Music Concert




